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South Africa is on the verge of the worst recession of our life time, off
the back of years of state capture and neglect, burdened by widespread
unemployment and facing a global pandemic with an under resourced
healthcare system. Fun times. Businesses and teams need both the facts and
serious upliftment. Chester Missing is the one analyst who can deliver both.
He’s a household name in South Africa and a double EMMY nominated political analyst,
and he’s a puppet. His handler, Conrad Koch, is an internationally acclaimed social
commentator, political satirist, and ventriloquist with a Master’s Degree in corporate culture. They
have a brand new political keynote talk specifically designed for Zoom (or is that Zooma?) that
will help your team understand the political, economic and cultural dynamics of doing business in
a world after COVID 19 lockdown in a way that won’t make them want to jump off the fiscal cliff.
How does junk status shape the political situation?
Can they build state competency and break policy paralysis?
How do we as a country and as businesses come together in spite of the downturn?
What will the opportunities of the future be?
How will we face the revised social contract as predicted by the Financial Times?
How can we build positive teams in spite of isolation and a recession?
South Africa, Junk but with Status, is a poignant political, economic and cultural keynote talk
designed specifically to be enjoyed via virtual conferencing or live. It’s up to the moment analysis,
delivered hilariously, and framed in terms of what the new world means to you and your business.
You’ve had the serious analysts. You’ve had the somber speeches. Now try a puppet. Together
Conrad Koch and Chester Missing will help you find for-business solutions, while stepping back
to see at the bigger picture. An edu-taining business talk that will make you think and laugh about
how we can create a better South Africa.

